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DEFENCE RIGHTS
International and European
Developments
Ed. by Gert Vermeulen (Ghent
U.)

The growing internationalization

and Europeanization of criminal

procedures has created new chal-

lenges to traditional defense rights. Hence, the Ghent Bar

Association, the Bar Association of The Hague, and

Ghent University have joined forces, exploring and

addressing these challenges during an international con-

ference held in Ghent in November 2012. This book

examines the various topics presented at the conference

and critically assesses the entire EU 'roadmap for

strengthening procedural rights of suspected or accused

persons in criminal

proceedings.'
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ESSAYS ON INTERNATIONAL

CRIMINAL JUSTICE
By Héctor Olásolo (Univ. of Utrecht)

Crimes of atrocity have profound and long-lasting effects

on any society. The idea of strengthening preventative

action has taken on greater relevance as encompassed in

the notion of 'responsibility to prevent.’ International

courts and tribunals contribute to this effort by ending

impunity for past crimes. The International Criminal

Court (ICC) has an additional preventative mandate. This

collection places particular emphasis on the additional

preventative mandate of the ICC, the ICC complementar-

ity regime, the new role granted to victims, and the pros-

ecution of the highest leadership through the notion of

indirect perpetration.

THE UNITED STATES AND 

INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL TRIBUNALS
An Introduction
By Harry M. Rhea (Florida International U.)

“Meticulously documented with a focus on primary sources, Dr.
Rhea's book vividly demonstrates that US policy toward interna-
tional criminal tribunals has been over 150 years in the making.
Its unique historic treatment renders this book essential reading
for policy-makers, practitioners, and academic researchers working in the area of
international criminal justice.”

~ Michael P. Scharf, Assoc. Dean for Global Legal

Studies, Case Western Reserve U. School of Law

THE PRINCIPLE OF EQUALITY OF ARMS IN

INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS
By Masha Fedorova

This book examines the interpretation and application of the

principle of equality of arms in proceedings before several

international criminal courts. The historical roots and the mean-

ing of the principle of equality of arms are examined from the

human rights and the criminal process perspective. Four critical

aspects are covered: the investigation stage of the criminal

process and court preparation; the system of disclosure of mate-

rials collected during investigations; inequality in resources

between parties; and issues

concerning the presentation

of the case at the trial stage. 544pp | 2012
978 1 78068 111 5 | p/b | $132.00
Intersentia

138pp | 2012
978 90 466 0571 4 | p/b | $47.00
Maklu Publishers

256pp | 2012
978 1 84113 052 1 | h/b | $104.00
Hart Publishing,Oxford

234pp | 2012
978 90 5095 954 4 | p/b | $97.00
Intersentia

HYBRID AND INTERNATIONALISED

CRIMINAL TRIBUNALS
Selected Jurisdictional Issues
By Sarah Williams (British Inst. of Int’l and Comparative Law)

In recent years a number of criminal tribunals have been estab-

lished to investigate and prosecute individuals accused of seri-

ous violations of international humanitarian law. These tribunals

have been described as 'hybrid' or 'internationalised' tribunals as

their structure and applicable law consist of both international

and national elements. The book concentrates on the jurisdictional aspects, as this has

been the subject of confusion in arguments before the tribunals and in the judgments

of the tribunals. It examines the future role of

internationalized and hybrid criminal tri-

bunals, particularly in light of the establish-

ment of the ICC.

520pp | 2012
978 1 84113 672 1 | h/b | $156.00
Hart Publishing,Oxford

DEFENSE IN INTERNATIONAL 

CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS
Ed. by C. Tofan and W. van der Wolf

As part of the series, “Issues” in International Criminal Law, this

book highlights the various subjects that arise when parties start

prosecuting or defending international crimes before national and

international courts. It contains a short introduction, basic docu-

ments, abstracts of case law,

and bibliographical information that helps to deep-

en the knowledge of defense in international crimi-

nal proceedings.

212pp | 2012
978 90 5887 107 7 | p/b | $60.00
978 90 5887 106 0 | h/b | $90.00
International Courts Association



THE DEFENDANT IN INTERNATIONAL 

CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS
Between Law and Historiography
By Björn Elberling

It is said that criminal procedure should ensure that the defendant is a subject, not just

an object, of proceedings. This book asks to what extent this can be said to be true of

international criminal trials, and it examines to what extent defendants before interna-

tional criminal courts are able to take an active part in their trials. It takes an in-depth

look at the procedural regimes of international courts, viewed against a benchmark

provided by national provisions representing the

main traditions of criminal procedure and by

international human rights law.

EUROPEAN CRIMINAL

JUSTICE AND POLICY
Ed. by Marc Cools, et al.

Reviewing European policy with

respect to different phases in the

criminal justice chain, the contribu-

tions in this book range from look-

ing into the extension of criminal-

ization in the sphere of trafficking in human beings and

labor exploitation, to the operability of cross-border exe-

cution of sentences involving deprivation of liberty. Most

contributions look into the need to develop a conceptual

framework to support future policy making, pointing to

the lack thereof with respect to liability of legal persons,

ne bis in idem as an EU principle, cross-border effect of

disqualifications, and

cooperation with pri-

vate security actors.

CRIMINAL JUSTICE

SEXUAL VIOLENCE AS AN

INTERNATIONAL CRIME
Interdisciplinary Approaches
Ed. by Anne-Marie de Brouwer, Charlotte Ku, Renée
Römkens, and Larissa van den Herik

This book examines: the innovations and challenges of

empirical, social scientific, archival, and medical data

collection techniques; the development of evidence in

relation to charges ranging from sexual violence as a war

crime, to a crime against humanity to genocide; eviden-

tiary and procedural achievements and challenges

involved in prosecuting sexual victimization in interna-

tional courts; and how to create awareness of sexual vio-

lence crimes in order to recognize such crimes and to

prevent them in the

future.

THE POLITICS OF INTERNATIONAL

CRIMINAL JUSTICE
German Perspectives from Nuremberg toThe Hague
By Ronen Steinke (Süddeutsche Zeitung)

Germany’s political position has been altered radically in the last

60 years, from a position of harsh scepticism in the years follow-

ing the Nuremberg Trials to being one of the most active support-

ers of the International Criminal Court (ICC). Offering new insight

into the debates leading up to policy shifts, this book is a readable

and interesting study of Germany's curious relationship with international criminal

justice. Drawing on government documents and

interviews with policymakers, it enriches a broad-

er debate on the politics of international criminal

justice, which has to date often been focused pri-

marily on the US.

PRE-TRIAL DETENTION
Human Rights, Criminal Procedural Law 
and Penitentiary Law, Comparative Law
Ed. by Piet Hein van Kempen (Radboud Univ. Nijmegen)

It is estimated that in the course of a year, approximately 10

million people will pass through pre-trial detention. The book

discusses international and national human rights standards and

monitoring systems, pre-trial detention of specific groups, and

alternatives to pre-trial detention. Pre-Trial Detention contains

chapters on 21 countries and, on the basis of these, the book not

only examines whether and how international human rights

standards on detention are influencing national law and prac-

tice, it also reveals strengths

and weaknesses of domestic

law systems as such.

AFRICA AND THE FUTURE OF

INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Ed. by Vincent O. Nmehielle (Univ. of Witwatersrand)

Africa and the Future of International Criminal Justice addresses

the contentions about whether Africa is particularly targeted for

international justice accountability experiments, as well as the

politics of international criminal justice. The book clarifies that

the ICC, as an international criminal accountability mechanism,

needs Africa and that Africa needs the ICC to pursue the effective realization of the

normative prescriptions of the Rome Statute. In this regard the book places the com-

plementarity principle of the Rome Statute at the center. This enables Africa to take

ownership of justice for crimes of atrocity on the

continent.

160pp | 2012
978 1 84946 313 3 | h/b | $62.00
Hart Publishing,Oxford

424pp | 2012
978 1 78068 002 6 | h/b | $112.00
Intersentia

470pp | 2012
978 94 9094 762 0 | h/b | $120.00
Eleven International Publishing

270pp | 2012
978 1 84946 266 2 | h/b | $134.00
Hart Publishing,Oxford

230pp | 2012
978 90 466 0542 4 | h/b | $72.00
Maklu Publishers

852pp | 2012
978 1 78068 068 2 | h/b | $203.00
Intersentia
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CYBER SAFETY: AN INTRODUCTION
Ed. by Rutger Leukfeldt (NHL U. of Applied Sciences) 
and Wouter Stol (Open U.)

This book is an introduction to the field of cyber safety and pres-

ents an overview of current knowledge in that area. It covers

cyber safety from different perspectives (juridical, technological,

sociological, and criminological). Various types of cybercrime

are described individually, addressing issues such as definition,

nature, scale, and offender characteristics. Furthermore, criminal

techniques like botnets, social engineering, and phishing are addressed. The book also

deals especially with youth and cyber safety

and looks at organizations that play a part in

safeguarding the internet.

JUSTICE / TECHNOLOGY
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CRITICAL

PERSPECTIVES 

IN TRANSITIONAL

JUSTICE
Ed. by Nicola Palmer, 
Phil Clark (U. of London) 

and Danielle Granville

In the last 20 years, the field of

transitional justice has gone from

being a peripheral concern to a ubiquitous feature of

societies recovering from mass conflict or repressive

rule. Designed to deepen theoretical and empirical dis-

cussions within transitional justice, this vital book clari-

fies key terms, challenges core assumptions, and high-

lights important tensions, inconsistencies, and disagree-

ments in the field, with the ultimate aim of harnessing

the enormous ener-

gy of transitional

justice for more

fruitful ends.

CYBERTHREATS AND INTERNATIONAL LAW
By Georg Kerschischnig

This book revolves around the public international law aspects of

the destructive use of cyberspace by state actors and non-state

actors, encompassing cyberwar, cyberterrorism, and hacktivism,

but excluding cybercrime. For the purpose of delimitation, it also

addresses cyberespionage and political activism in cyberspace.

Starting with an overview of the technical background, the book

explains the vulnerabilities of critical infrastructure. Then, it out-

lines notable cyberincidents that have

occurred so far and analyzes pertinent state

practices and policies.

AFTER THE SPRING
Probation, Justice Reform, 
and Democratization from the Baltics to Beirut
By Johannes Wheeldon (Washington State U.)

The protests that have sparked a generational revolution in

Tunisia and Egypt have spread far and wide and renewed past

efforts to replace authoritarian regimes with democratic institu-

tions in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA). After the

Spring argues that a central aspect of democratization should

include reforming the justice system. Focusing on probation, it

proposes a three-tier model to understand efforts to reform

penal practices, develop

community-based alter-

natives to punishments,

and promote the greater

participation of society.

CRIME, SECURITY AND SURVEILLANCE
Effects for the Surveillant and the Surveilled
Ed. by Gudrun Vande Walle (U. Coll. Ghent), Evelien Van den
Herrewegen (Ghent U.) and Nils Zurawski (U. Of Hamburg)

Surveillance technologies may lead towards a more secure socie-

ty for some, however, they have a profound effect on society and

may threaten fundamental human rights. In this volume, the

debate continues by discussing the protagonists in the surveil-

lance society: the surveillants and the survellled. The book’s con-

tributions lay out the consequences of surveillance technologies in specific settings

for: the large diversity of public, private, official, and informal surveillants; the

diversity of included or excluded, rich or poor,

anxious or careless people under surveillance;

and the social interaction of the different actors

in surveillance settings.

232pp | 2012
978 94 90947 65 1 | p/b | $59.50
Eleven International Publishing

326pp | 2012
978 94 90947 59 0 | p/b | $49.00
Eleven International

516pp | 2012
978 1 78068 035 4 | h/b | $133.00
Intersentia

348pp | 2012
978 94 90947 75 0 | p/b | $49.00
Eleven International Publishing

386pp | 2012
978 94 9094 764 4 | h/b | $127.50
Eleven International Publishing

FEMINIST PERSPECTIVES 

ON TRANSITIONAL JUSTICE
From International and Criminal 
to Alternative Forms of Justice
Ed. by Martha Albertson Fineman and Estelle Zinsstag

Although, truth-seeking mechanisms, international crimi-

nal law developments, and other forms of transitional

justice have become ubiquitous in societies emerging

from long years of conflict, rarely have these processes

been examined and critiqued through a feminist lens.

The position of women, particularly their specific victim-

ization, has not been systematically considered. Offering

some insights into women’s perspectives on the topic of

transitional justice or ‘justice in transition,’ this book

brings feminism into the conversation allowing for an

expansion of the pos-

sibilities for a trans-

formative justice

approach.

374pp | 2013
978 1 78068 142 9 | h/b | $105.00
Intersentia



ESSENTIAL TEXTS ON INTERNATIONAL 

AND EUROPEAN CRIMINAL LAW
Seventh Edition
Ed. by Gert Vermeulen (Ghent U.)

This volume is comprised of principal policy documents and multilateral legal instru-

ments on international and European criminal law, with a special focus on Europol

and Eurojust, as well as on initiatives aimed at combating international or organized

crime or terrorism. Now in its seventh edition, the book is meant to provide students,

as well as practitioners (judicial and law

enforcement authorities, lawyers, researchers,

etc.), with essential, accurate, and up-to-date

texts on these matters.

INTERNATIONAL 

AND EUROPEAN

CRIMINAL LAW
By Helmut Satzger 
(Munich Univ.)

Criminal law has been considered

a “domaine réservé” of the sover-

eign nation states; however, mod-

ern criminality is rarely confined to national borders

which raises questions on jurisdiction and requires

effective tools for transnational prosecution. This work

highlights the international aspects of criminal law, so

far ingrained in national law, and is an ideal introduc-

tion to international criminal law, using numerous

examples and references to schemas and charts. It will

benefit practition-

ers, academics,

and students.

LAW & JUSTICE
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DOMESTIC VIOLENCE 

AND INTERNATIONAL LAW
By Bonita Meyersfeld (U. of Witwatersrand)

NOW IN PAPERBACK!

“...an original, provocative, and much needed legal
framework for the coherent development of a norm
against domestic violence in international human rights
law...Dr. Meyersfeld has developed a thoroughgoing
analysis that asks and answers the most difficult ques-
tions often neglected by academics, lawyers and activists
who dismiss the possibility that systemic violence against
women could violate international law.”

~ From the Foreword by

Harold Koh, Legal

Adviser, United States

Dept. of State

THE RIGHT TO 

CONFRONTATION IN EUROPE
Absent, Anonymous and Vulnerable Witnesses (Second
Revised Edition)
By Stefano Maffei (U. of Parma)

This book investigates the theory and practice of the Right to

Confrontation — the right of accused persons to examine wit-

nesses against them. Although exceptions to confrontation have

always been recognized by domestic criminal courts, no European consensus exists on

the values and interests that may legitimately allow incursions into this fundamental

right. Based upon the concept of testimonial evidence, this second edition identifies

three categories of declarants whose statements may

pose a threat to the fairness of criminal trials: the

"absent," "anonymous," and "vulnerable" witnesses.

RETHINKING INTERNATIONAL

COOPERATION IN CRIMINAL 

MATTERS IN THE EU
Moving Beyond Actors, Bringing 
Logic Back, Footed in Reality
Ed. by G. Vermeulen, W. De Bondt and C. Ryckman

This book represents the first overall analysis of the entirety of

international cooperation in criminal matters in the EU.

Findings include, but are not limited to: a helicopter view on

cooperation with criminal justice finality; a clear demarcation

of the role of the judicial authorities; a comprehensive review

of refusal grounds, including proportionality and capacity con-

cerns; a well-considered further development of Eurojust; and

ensuring EU wide effect of

mere domestic actions.

MENS REA AND DEFENCES 

IN EUROPEAN CRIMINAL LAW
By Jeroen Blomsma

This book establishes what mens rea and defenses should look

like in European criminal law. Should intentional conduct also

encompass those consequences that were not wanted, but merely

foreseen as possible side-effects? Should the European legislator

be allowed to criminalize conduct that does not require any proof of mens rea? What

justifications and excuses could a defendant raise in court? Can torture or murder

ever be excused? To answer these questions, the book infers common principles of

mens rea and defenses from European law and

the legal systems of the Member States.

Subsequently, it merges them into one coherent

and enforceable system.

294pp | Second Edition | 2012
978 90 8952 070 8 | p/b | $90.00
Europa Law Publishing

642pp | 2012
978 1 78068 104 7 | p/b | $147.00
Intersentia

794pp | Seventh Edition | 2012
978 90 466 0552 3 | p/b | $82.00
Maklu Publishers

368pp | 2010; paper 2012
978 1 84946 357 7 | p/b | $47.00
978 1 84113 911 1 | h/b | $98.00
Hart Publishing,Oxford

768pp | 2012
978 90 466 0487 8 | h/b | $158.00
Maklu Publishers

338pp | 2012
978 1 84946 080 4 | p/b | $176.00
Hart Publishing,Oxford



THE INTERNATIONAL LEGAL

FRAMEWORK AGAINST CORRUPTION
States' Obligations to Prevent 
and Repress Corruption
By Julio Bacio Terracino (Organization for Economic 
Co-operation and Development)

A complex set of substantive and procedural rules has emerged

concerning the prevention and repression of corruption which

represent the international legal framework against corruption.

This study begins by tracing the emergence of this framework and engages in a sys-

tematic analysis of its content, highlighting weaknesses and innovative

aspects.What does international law require States

to do in relation to corruption? What happens if

States do not meet their international obligations?

The responses to these questions constitute the

core of this book.

COLLECTIVE ACTION:

INNOVATIVE

STRATEGIES TO

PREVENT CORRUPTION
Ed. by Mark Pieth (Basel U.)

This book — with contributions by

scholars from the Basel Institute and

around the world — explores the ori-

gins of Collective Action in world-

wide anti-corruption efforts. The book gives examples of

initiatives that have worked, and it acknowledges the

challenges to Collective Action. It goes on to identify

possible outcomes and discusses methodologies for

future initiatives, considering particular techniques for

achieving Collective Action, such as monitoring. Finally,

the book indicates the

next steps for policy

makers.

CORRUPTION / HUMAN RIGHTS
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PRIVATE REMEDIES 

FOR CORRUPTION
Towards an International Framework
By Abiola O. Makinwa (Erasmus U.)

Despite significant developments in anti-corruption law

and policy over the last twenty years, corruption still

remains a deep and pressing problem. This book presents

private remedies as a necessary next step in the fight

against corruption. It examines how the public role of the

state and private actions by individuals intersect and

complement each other in the fight against corruption.

Drawing on provisions of the United Nations Convention

against Corruption, as well as models of private remedies

from selected jurisdictions, it describes the current posi-

tion of the law, but also looks to the future with sugges-

tions for an international framework for private remedies

in the fight against

corruption in a global

world.

CORRUPTION: A VIOLATION 

OF HUMAN RIGHTS AND A CRIME UNDER

INTERNATIONAL LAW?
By Martine Boersma

The last 15 years have seen the rise of many anti-corruption

treaties, aimed at criminalization, prevention, and cooperation. At

the same time, there seems to be relatively little work done on

corruption in the field of human rights law or international crimi-

nal law. This book argues that these areas of

law can certainly contribute to fighting cor-

ruption, by giving a human face to both the

victims and perpetrators.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE

INTERNATIONAL ANTI-CORRUPTION

SUMMER ACADEMY 2011
Ed. by the International Anti-Corruption Academy

Here is a collection of articles written by renowned anti-

corruption academics and practitioners who lectured at a

summer program organized by the International Anti-

Corruption Academy. The book merges theory and practice

by providing the various aspects of ethical, psychological,

political, and sociological approaches to understanding the

phenomenon of corruption, and by allowing the reader to

gain knowledge on the

best ways forward for

the implementation of

anti-corruption measures.

CRIMINAL EVIDENCE AND HUMAN RIGHTS
Reimagining Common Law Procedural Traditions
Ed. by Paul Roberts (Univ. of Nottingham) 
and Jill Hunter (Univ. of New South Wales)

Criminal procedure in the common law world is being recast in

the image of human rights. The cumulative impact of human

rights laws, both international and domestic, presages a revolution

in common law procedural traditions. The essays in this collection

explore various aspects of the 'human rights revolution' in crimi-

nal evidence and procedure in the US, Australia,

Canada, England and Wales, Hong Kong,

Malaysia, New Zealand, the Republic of Ireland,

Singapore, Scotland, and South Africa.

450pp | 2012; paper July 2013
978 1 84946 495 6 | p/b | $45.00
978 1 84946 172 6 | h/b | $114.00
Hart Publishing,Oxford

516pp | 2012
978 1 78068 105 4 | p/b | $133.00
Intersentia

542pp | 2013
978 94 90947 54 5 | h/b | $135.00
Eleven International Publishing

256pp | 2012
978 3 03751 474 0 | p/b | $53.00
Dike Publishers

410pp | 2012
978 1 78068 092 7 | p/b | $133.00
Intersentia

182pp | 2012
978 1 78068 063 7 | h/b | $49.00
Intersentia



THEORY/SOCIAL THOUGHT

SHOOTING TO KILL
Socio-Legal Perspectives 
on the Use of Lethal Force
Ed. by Simon Bronitt (Griffith U.), Miriam Gani
(Australian National U.) & Saskia Hufnagel (Griffith U.)

This book brings together perspectives from different

legal fields to examine the significant legal, moral, and

political issues which arise in relation to the use of lethal

force in both domestic and international law. The essays

in this collection examine how the State sanctions the

use of lethal force in varied ways: through the doctrines

of public and private self-defense, as well as the devel-

opment of legislation and case law that excuses or justi-

fies the use of lethal force in the course of executing an

arrest, preventing

crime or disorder, or

protecting private

property.

SOCIAL CONTROL AND JUSTICE
Crimmigration in the Age of Fear
Ed. by Maria João Guia (U. of Coimbra), Maartje van der
Woude (Leiden U.) and Joanne van der Leun (Leiden U.)

Social Control and Justice offers a fresh, multi-disciplinary, and

international examination of a phenomenon that has altered the

landscape of migration in the United States and is now taking root

in Canada and throughout Europe: 'crimmigration law.'

Crimmigration law consists of the letter and practice of laws and

policies at the intersection of criminal law and immi-

gration law. This study covers the creation of laws

and policies, their enforcement, as well as the institu-

tional dynamics that create crimmigration law and are

created by it.

340pp | 2013
978 94 90947 78 1 | p/b | $71.50
Eleven International Publishing

342pp | 2012
978 1 84946 292 1 | h/b | $104.00
Hart Publishing,Oxford

EXPLORING 

THE MANDATORY 

LIFE SENTENCE 

FOR MURDER
By Barry Mitchell (Coventry U.)
and Julian V. Roberts 
(U. of Oxford)

Murder is often regarded as both

the "ultimate" and a unique crime;

and whereas courts are normally given discretion in sen-

tencing offenders, for murder, the sentence is mandatory

— indeterminate imprisonment. Since the crime and the

punishment come as a "package deal," this book looks at

both the legal nature of the offense and the current opera-

tion of the mandatory life sentence in the UK, and reports

on findings from Britain's first systematic exploration of

public attitudes to sen-

tencing murder. 196pp | 2012
978 1 84946 228 0 | p/b | $64.00
Hart Publishing,Oxford

THE CONCEPT OF MENS REA IN

INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL LAW
The Case for a Unified Approach
By Mohamed Elewa Badar (Brunel U.)

Based on an in-depth comparative analysis of the different legal

systems and the jurisprudence of international criminal tribunals

since Nuremberg, the purpose of this book is to find a unified

approach to the doctrine of mens rea in the sphere of internation-

al criminal law. It begins by examining the concept

of mens rea in common and continental legal sys-

tems, as well as its counterpart in Islamic Shari'a

law.

540pp | 2013
978 1 84113 760 5 | h/b | $180.00
Hart Publishing,Oxford
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RETHINKING CRIMINAL LAW THEORY
New Canadian Perspectives in the Philosophy of
Domestic, Transnational, & International Criminal
Law
Ed. by François Tanguay-Renaud 
and James Stribopoulos (Both at York U., Toronto)

In the last two decades, the philosophy of criminal law has

undergone a vibrant revival in Canada. The adoption of the

Charter of Rights and Freedoms has given the Supreme

Court of Canada unprecedented latitude to engage with

principles of legal, moral, and political philosophy when

elaborating its criminal law jurisprudence. This collection

brings together various Canadian scholars who demonstrate

the fact that criminal law theory is no longer to be associat-

ed exclusively with the older

British, German, and American

traditions. 334pp | 2012
978 1 84946 010 1 | h/b | $104.00
Hart Publishing,Oxford

THE LAW OF FIREARMS 

& OFFENSIVE WEAPONS
By Martin McDonnell

This book provides an in-depth analysis and guide to the laws

relating to firearms and offensive weapons in Ireland. Being the

first book dealing with this specific area of Irish law, it consid-

ers: licensing requirements; criminal offenses; the lawful distri-

bution, sale, and manufacture of such weapons; statutory

defenses; and the Garda powers of search

and seizure. A consolidation of the princi-

ple Irish legislation is included in the

appendices.

300pp | 2013
978 1 905536 54 2 | p/b | $109.00
Clarus Press



ECONOMIC CRITERIA 

FOR CRIMINALIZATION
Optimizing Enforcement in Case of
Environmental Violations
By Katarina Svatikova (Rotterdam Inst. of
Law and Economics)

Why should criminal law be used to

enforce environmental violations? Aren't

administrative sanctions, particularly administrative fines, more

efficient to use? From an economic perspective, this book

examines the question as to why society should enforce certain

violations through crimi-

nal law, while others

through private or

administrative law.

186pp | 2012
978 1 78068 050 7 | p/b | $84.00
Intersentia
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SEEKING SECURITY
Pre-Empting the Commission of
Criminal Harms
Ed. by G.R. Sullivan and Ian Dennis
(Both at U. Coll., London)

Many academic criminal lawyers and

criminal law theorists seek to resolve

the optimum conditions for a criminal

law fit to serve a liberal democracy. All

elements of crimes should be proved beyond any reasonable

doubt. Any punishment should be proportionate to the gravity

of the wrongdoing, and, when the offender has served this pun-

ishment, the account should be cleared and good standing

recovered. Seeking Security explores the gap between the nor-

mative aspirations of liberal criminal law scholarship and the

current criminal law and

practice of Anglophone

jurisdictions.
370pp | 2012
978 1 84946 166 5 | h/b | $134.00
Hart Publishing,Oxford
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CRIMINOLOGICAL 

AND LEGAL CONSEQUENCES 

OF CLIMATE CHANGE
Ed. by Stephen Farrall (U. of Sheffield), Tawhida
Ahmed (U. of Reading) and Duncan French (U. of

Lincoln)

This ed. collection — the result of a 2010 international

seminar held at the International Institute for the

Sociology of Law, Oñati, Spain — explores the potential legal and crimino-

logical consequences of climate change, both domestically and for the inter-

national community. Consideration is given to the potential synergies

between the two disciplinary foci, to encourage not only an analysis of the

consequences of climate change from these perspectives, but to bring these

fields together to provide a unique, inter-

disciplinary exploration of the ways in

which climate change does, or could,

impact our societies.

282pp | 2012
978 1 84946 186 3 | h/b | $94.00
Hart Publishing,Oxford

BEYOND 

THE DEATH PENALTY
Reflections on Punishment
Ed. by Hans Nelen and Jacques
Claessen (Both at Maastricht U.)

This book contains a selection of papers

that were presented during the multidis-

ciplinary conference "Beyond the Death

Penalty: Reflections on Punishment," organized by the

Maastricht Center for Human Rights. The papers reflect on

punishment from a variety of angles and contribute to the con-

temporary debate on crime and punishment. After a first cluster

of chapers focused on capital punishment, an intriguing mix-

ture of topics in relation to punishment is presented, including

chapters on the populist context of contemporary crime control,

reconciliation and rehabilita-

tion, prison life, and efficiency

and effectiveness.

340pp | 2012
978 1 78068 060 6 | p/b | $98.00
Intersentia

Librarians—
A number of titles in this catalog are
available in library e-format from ebrary.


